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Berkeley Lab to Help Build Straw Bale Building

The Shorebird Environmental Learning Center (SELC) is a new straw bale building that will
showcase current and future technologies and techniques that will reduce the environmental
impacts of building construction and operations. The building will also serve as a living
laboratory to test systems and monitor their performance.

The project will be the model for a building process that stops using our precious resources and
reduces waste pollution. The rice straw that will be used for the bale construction is generally
waste material that is typically burned-millions of tons of it a year-especially in California’s
San Joaquin Valley.

Buildings have significant impacts on the overall environment. Building operations, including
lighting, heating, and cooling, consume about 30% of the energy used in the United States.
Building construction and the processes into making building materials consume an additional
8% of total energy. Construction also accounts for 39% of wood consumed in the United States,
while 2570 of solid waste volume is construction and demolition (C &D) debris.

The SELC will incorporate a variety of materials and techniques that will address these and other
issues, while providing a model of environmentally considered design for Bay Area residents and
builders. Environmental considerations include energy use in construction and operations,
selection of materials, waste minimization, and indoor air quality.

We have developed five major environmental goals for this project:
1. Minimize energy use in construction and operations.
2. Employ material sources that are renewable, salvaged, recycled, and/or recyclable.
3. Increase building lifespan with durable materials and designs that permit flexibility and

modification with minimal demolition.
4. Reduce and strive to eliminate construction debris.
5. Avoid products that create toxic pollutants and make a healthy indoor environment.

Energy Use

Studies show that a building’s greatest impact on the environment is in energy used during the
building’s life. Most of that energy is used to maintain comfort (heating, cooling, and
ventilation) and to provide light.

Energy use will be addressed in a variety of ways. The building’s design will incorporate passive
solar heating, cooling, and ventilation. Building orientation, thermal mass, and high insulation in
exterior components will make the building a model of energy-efficient performance for the Bay
Area. We will also provide natural lighting into each space, enhanced by light shelves and other
features. Our goal is to make a building that will not require any artificial heating or cooling, and
provide night lighting with high-efficiency light fixtures supplied with DC power from
photovoltaic (PV) panels. PV panels may also supply building electrical needs. We would like
to work with consulting technical agencies, including Berkeley Lab and the PG&E Energy
Center, both to model the building during design and to test it during operations.

The SELC will also showcase highly insulating construction that can be readily used in
residential buildings. The exterior walls will be made from compressed straw baIes, a building
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material first used in the 1890s in Nebraska. Straw bale walls have been tested for thermal
performance at up to R-55 and are approved by the State of California as providing R-40
insulation. Incorporating this outstanding performance into residential construction would make
a tremendous improvement in energy use. More testing and monitoring of the characteristics of
this technology are needed in real-life situations, to raise awareness and understanding of the
opportunities and limitations of straw bale construction.

We hope to incorporate high-performance glazing options into a variety of windows. Options
include specialized, experimental window designs for maximum performance, standard windows
that are readily available (to test performance in mainstream windows), or adding the glazing to
salvaged windows (to test glazing in retrofits).

Material selection also has an energy impact. By choosing products with the least industrial
processing, we are reducing the energy used in manufacturing. The locally derived materials will
also reduce transportation energy.

Material Sources

Materials willl be chosen for their impacts on the larger environment. We will use materials that
are readily renewable, require minimal processing, are locally produced, incorporate recycled
products, avoid toxic pollutants, are durable, and/or are biodegradable.

Straw bale construction uses an annually renewable agricultural waste byproduct: farmers have
traditionally burned the straw. In California, over a million tons of rice straw are burned
annually, releasing about 47,000 tons of carbon monoxide into the atmosphere and darkening the
skies over Sacramento and other Central Valley cities. California legislation mandates phasing
out the burning of straw, and California rice farmers need to find alternative means of disposal.
Sixty thousand new homes could be built annually from this resource. Anecdotal information
and cake stud[ies in numerous parts of the country indicate that this is a viable material for a
variety of small scale projects, but quantified testing data on the material’s performance is
needed to increase acceptance.

Straw bale construction also reduces wood use, relieving pressure on our limited forests. The
wood that will be used will be salvaged, probably from soft demolition projects at the Port of
Oakland/Oakland Army Base or the Alameda Naval Air Station. Larger wood members will be
left exposed to show the inherent beauty of aged lumber.

Other building materials will incorporate renewable, recycled, and/or biodegradable products.
We have included a partial list of building materials we expect to use. Local suppliers for these
materials are also included. The EPA is requiring the use of many of these materials under the
Recovered Materials Advisory Notice (RMAN), and this will be a good opportunity to monitor
those materials under high-intensity usage.

We have alsc) chosen materials that do not require special skills to install. Our vision is to create
outreach through the building process, using volunteer labor from the community. This will save
costs, create pride of ownership, and teach people directly about methods to save resources.

Building Lifespan and Flexibility

Degradation of construction materials and difficulty in adapting to changing needs are two major
avoidable reasons for premature demolition of a building. Since this building will be owned by
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the City of Berkeley, there is an inherent interest and responsibility in durability, as ownership is
unlikely to change.

Straw bale buildings have, a proven durability. Houses in Nebraska are still standing 90 years
after construction. Straw contains little organic material, so it is naturally resistant to termites
and other vermin. Although fire resistance is not required for this building, the exterior walls
have been tested for both one and two hour fire ratings. This may bean additional value to Bay
Area residents in fire-prone areas. Should any exterior walls require demolition, the material is
readily mulched or composted.

The interior space will be built to allow ready modification. The interior wall panels are easily
demounted and moved, eliminating both demolition debris and new materials. A continuous
floor and open ceiling will ease these changes. Electrical and data lines running in metal conduit
will permit upgrades without demolition.

Construction Debris

The SELC will be a model for reducing construction waste. We have developed a four-step
strategy for minimizing debris:

1. Use materials that generate no waste.
2. Use excess materials for onsite construction features.
3. Use materials that are salvageable, recyclable, or compostable.
4. Divert waste materials to other site facilities.

Straw bales are modular, and the building will be designed around this module. Damaged or
unused bales will be incorporated into site features, such as walls and benches made from cob,
mixture of earth, clay, sand, and straw. Straw can also be mulched into the site landscape. As
the stucco and plaster finishes can be mixed on site, there is no waste from cutting normally
found in board products. The design of straw bale walls is not exact, and this allows for ready
adaptation of excess material. Finish material can simply be applied thicker to the walls,
increasing strength and fire resistance.

a

Most other materials are either mixed on-site, or have generally small modules, like tile. These
materials generally produce minimal waste. Excess materials will either be sold to a salvaged
building materials store, such as Urban Ore, or diverted to the Adventure Playground. The
sources and distribution of construction debris will be documented, and this information will be
made available to the public.

The building may also be used as a debris “sink,” where other scrap materials can be
incorporated into the construction. While this may be more symbolic than having a significant
impact on the waste stream, our hope is to raise consciousness about the quantities and types of
materials people dispose of every day. A variety of debris can be placed in the wider footing that
is required by the straw bale walls. This will also reduce the expensive and polluting concrete.
A variety of elements can be embedded into the stucco and plaster walls; they can serve as
educational displays about the Bay ecology and the human waste stream. The low exterior site
walls can be similarly embedded. Part of the structure may have sod roof with plantings. The
lowest level of this will use discarded synthetic carpet, which will protect the waterproof
membrane, provide a walking surface during construction, and retain water for the plantings.
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Pollutants and Health

Preserving the health of the San Francisco Bay is the primary concern of the Shorebird Nature
Center. We have choseri materials that will not harm the land, sea, or air. We will avoid toxic
materials and products that contain petroleum, refining of which creates significant pollution in
the Bay Area. We will also avoid materials containing heavy metals, which have contaminated
large portions of the Bay.

Replacing wood with straw addresses another aspect of pollution reduction. As mentioned
before, straw used as building materials prevents air pollution by reducing the amount of the
straw burned by rice farmers. An often overlooked factor is the damage to riparian corridors and
water systems from clear-cutting. Root structures are essential in Western forests to hold
together soil on sloped lands; without the trees, topsoil is quickly eroded into streams. This
nutrient-rich earth can take hundreds of years to replace, and the increased turbidhy harms plant
life and fish, including endangered salmon.

Materials will also be chosen to minimize risk to workers, volunteers, and occupants of the
building. Less processed, “natural” materials are also generally less prone to harmful offgassing.
Plaster is generally inert, and integral colors replace volatile paints. Salvaged materials have
usually completed their outgassing. The use of passive solar heating, natural ventilation, and DC
electrical supply with no electromagnetic radiation complements our health goals.

Project Budget and Current Funding Status

Building construction is the major cost for this project. Budget costs are $100.00 per square foot
for the 400 square feet of enclosed space ($40,000), and $50.00 per square foot for the 400
square feet OFcovered space ($20,000), with an additional $1000 allowance for site and
landscape improvements.

Comparable commercial buildings typically cost between $90-$130 per square foot. We expect
donated materials and volunteer labor to help keep this building at the low end of this price
range. Construction workshops in alternative construction are consistently very popular, and
several manufacturers have offered material donations.

Consultant fees include full architectural and engineering services leading to drawings to obtain a
building permit and construction bids, and to oversee the construction process. We anticipate
that additional time beyond normal construction will be necessary for materials and systems
research, permit approvals, and construction administration. This has been included in this cost.
Consultant fees also include developing exhibit materials and publicity drawings, to attract the
public to this site, and develop displays showing the building construction process and
environmentally sensitive building materials.

Funding Status

The concept of a straw bale building was originally presented at a Berkeley Chamber of
Commerce meeting in fall 1996. The City of Berkeley, Alameda County Waste Management
Authority ancl Recycling Board, and Berkeley Lab have been working together to realize the
construction of the demonstration building. Contribution commitments have been made by the
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Department of Energy, City of Berkeley, Alameda
County, and the West Berkeley Foundation.
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Besides the donation, Berkeley Lab, a national research leader in energy efficiency in building
design, will consult on the building process and will provide exhibits in the new structure, which
is scheduled for completion in the fall of 1999.
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Materials Listing

Element Typical Proposed Source Material Advantage
Foundations Concrete Concrete Redy-Mix Concrete Up to 25% recycled waste

with fly ash Oakland, CA from power industry

Framing New wood Salvaged Oakland Army Base, 100% recycled material with
or metal studs Alameda Naval Air Station no value lost

or Port of Oakland

Structural joists New lumber Salvaged or Oakland Army Base, 100% recycled material with
engineered Alameda Naval Air Station no value lost

or Port of Oakland

Exterior walls Wood or Plaster/ stucco on Local grain growers Uses agricultural waste
metal studs straw bales burned; debris is readily

mulched/composted

Sill plate Pressure- Plastic lumber Durawood Recycled plastic and wood
treated wood fibers, good durability and

resistance to moisture

Exterior finishes Siding stucco Numerous sources Mixed on-site with no waste

Interior wall Gypsum board Plaster Numerous sources Durable, mixed on-site with no
finish waste, integral color eliminates

paint

Roofing Asphalt shingles Metal or fiber Numerous sources Recycled metal or wood fibers
cement

Ceiling insulation Fiberglass Straw bales or Numerous sources Cellulose contains recycled
sprayed cellulose wood fiber waste

Interior walls Wood or Compressed Pacific Gold Bond Self-supporting without studs,
metal studs straw panels Redway, CA uses 100% agricultural waste

and recycled paper

Interior floors Carpet Ceramic/glass tile, Numerous sources Tile contains post-consumer
natural fiber carpet glass; natural fibers are

compostable

Countertops Laminate on Composite Counteril?roduction Contains recycled post-
plywood Berkeley, CA consumer glass

Windows Wood or metal Composite, Anderson Windows, Contains recycled plastic and
salvaged, or special Urban Ore, Lawrence wood waste
energy windows Berkeley National

Laboratory

Window sills Stone, metal, Composite glass Counter/Production Contains recycled glass chips
or wood Berkeley, CA in decorative pattern

Doors Wood or metal Salvaged or Urban Ore, Berkeley, CA Salvaged, uses 100% recycled
composite material; composite uses post-

industrial wood fiber

Door frames Wood or metal Finger-jointed Numerous local sources Post-consumer and post-
wood industrial wood scraps

Cabinetry Wood or metal Salvaged or Urban Ore or Ohmega Salvaged uses 100% recycled
composite Salvage, Berkeley, CA material; composite uses post-

industrial wood fiber

Exterior walks Asphalt or concrete Recycled Ian Neil, Architectural Demolition concrete slabs are
concrete slab Solids, Berkeley, CA dressed to look like slate

Paint New Recycled Alameda County Household Post consumer waste product
Hazard Waste distribution

Light fixtures New fluorescent Energy-efficient Custom fixtures from Higher energy ei%ciency,
bulbs in custom Organically Grown, decorative effect from salvaged
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fixtures made from Berkeley, CA materials

salvaged materials I
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